Cross Your Heart Ram Harness

Fitting Instructions:

Those who have used the other versions
of ram harnesses may recall that the
front straps (around the ram’s neck) were
attached directly to the back strap.
Our harness fitting is slightly different:
1. Tip the ram on his rump.
2. Place harness on the ram’s brisket.
3. Run the back (girth) strap up behind
the front legs and around the ram’s
chest and buckle it directly to itself.
When fitted, it will form a continuous
loop around the ram just behind
the shoulders and front legs. Do not
tighten the back strap at this time.
4. Adjust the brass fixture so it’s centered
on the ram’s back.
5. Bring neck strap over ram’s shoulder,
thread it through brass fixture and
bring tie down the opposite side of the
ram’s neck. Snap in place.
6. Make sure the brass fixture is centered
on the ram’s back to assure an even
pull on both sides of the harness.
7. Tightening the straps: lift buckle so
it is straight up and down, then pull
the strap. Placing the buckle in this
position releases the tension and
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allows the strap to move. When the buckle is
lying flat the tension keeps the strap in place.
a. Tighten girth strap to a snug fit on
the ram. Note: Do not tighten the neck
strap first. This will pull the girth strap
forward, causing it to rub the back of the
Cross
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ram’s
forelegs.
b. Tighten neck strap to a snug fit.
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Back (Girth) Strap
makes a continuous loop to the other side, passing through
double loop of brass fixture on top of ram's shoulders

• Unique design contour—fits
the ram’s brisket...reducing
chafing even if newly shorn.
• Inhibits slide…reducing
chance of injury.
• Extra soft nylon straps.
• Crayons easily changed.

Marking Crayon Insertion Instructions

1. If using metal cotter pin,
remove from the packaging.
The plastic pins are provided
loose.

2. Take the plastic cap off
(protects crayon during
transport). Pull at side and
push through top as shown.

3. Slide the crayon into
the harness by inserting the
narrow end first.

4. Line up the holes in the
harness with the holes in the
crayon.
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5a. Metal Cotter Pin—Take
the metal cotter pin and
push all the way through the
middle holes of the harness.

5b. Once the cotter pin is
pushed through all the way
bend back the ends flush with
the crayon.
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